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Abstract  
Sequencing is the most impact factor on the total completion time , the products sequences inside demands that 
consist from muti-product and for multiple demands . It is very important in assembly line and batch production . 
The most important drawback of existing methods used to solve the sequencing problems is the sequence 
must has a few products and dependent completion time for single demand . In this paper we used genetic 
algorithm –based Travelling Salesman Problem with Precedence Constraints Approach ( TSPPCA)  to 
minimize completion time . The main advantage of this new method , it is used to solve the sequencing 
problems for multiple demand with multi-product  
In this paper , we compare between modify the assignment method ( MAM ) and genetic algorithm  depend on 
least completion time , the results discern that   GA  has minimum completion time 
Keywords: products sequences , completion time , travel salesman problem (TSP ) , TSPPCA , genetic 
algorithm.  . 
 
1. Introduction 
The TSP was documented as early as 1759 by Euler, whose interest was in solving the knight’s tour problem 
(Lawler 1986 ). A correct solution would have a knight visit each of the 64 squares of a chess-board exactly once 
on its tour.  
George Danzig, Ray Fulkerson and Selmer Johnson in their paper “Solution of a large-scale travelling 
salesman problem” proposed a novel method for solving instances of the TSP using linear programming (Lawler 
1986 ; 2- Dantzig 1954 ) . They used this technique to solve a problem containing 49 cities in the USA. Danzig, 
while working at the RAND Corporation, developed a technique to optimize solutions for combinatorial 
problems called the Simplex Algorithm. This algorithm was refined and later named the cutting-plane method. 
The cutting-plane method has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems in the combinatorial field ( 
Applegate 2003) . During the 1960’s the cutting plane method was adapted by Land and Doig to form the 
branch-and-bound searching technique. The branch-and-bound technique was applied to the TSP by Little et al. 
in 1963 (Lawler 1986 ). The RAND Corporation’s reputation helped to make the TSP a well known and popular 
problem. The TSP also became popular at that time due to the new subject of linear programming and attempts 
to solve combinatorial problems ( Schrijver 1998).  
Since the late 1980’s the Centre for Research on Parallel Computation (CRPC) at Rice University has 
examined the travelling salesman problem. David Applegate, Robert Bixby and William Cook have examined a 
number of very large scale TSP problems. The problems evaluated were TSP problems in the region of 3000 – 
15000 cities and were evaluated on super computers and large parallel computer systems. The technique that was 
implemented was the cutting-plane method ( Applegate 2003). 
The study on TSPPC is interesting as their concept can be applied to solve many scheduling and routing 
problems both in manufacturing and service industry. In the manufacturing industry, the problems are mostly 
dealing with products sequencing which arises as a subproblem in scheduling , routing and process planning. 
The products sequencing problem may be regarded as a generalization of the TSP with precedence constraints. 
TSPPC is harder to solve than the general TSP because the model formulations are complex and the algorithm 
for solving these models are difficult to implement . Since the TSPPC belongs to the class of NP-hard problem, 
the optimal solution to the problem cannot be obtained within a reasonable computational time for large size 
instance (Moon  2000 ). For an algorithm that cannot execute in polynomial time the term Non-deterministic 
Polynomial time is used, meaning that the execution time needed by the algorithm is not a polynomial function 
of the problem size ( Garey & Johnson  2003 ). There are many manufacturing optimization problems that are 
NP-hard, including vehicle routing problems, bin packing problems and scheduling problems ( Stutzle, 1998 ) .  
TSPPC is difficult to solve efficiently by conventional optimization techniques when its scale is very 
large. The earliest research on TSPPC problem was solved using exact methods such as branch-and-bound and 
dynamic programming. However the exact methods that guarantee to find the optimal solution of the problem 
are only capable of handling small and medium size of instances [Farber & Coves 2005). In addition, the size of 
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the instances that are practically solvable is rather limited and the computational time increases rapidly with the 
instance size. The memory consumption of exact algorithms can also be very large and lead to the early 
termination of a program. Therefore it is necessary to develop more efficient algorithms for solving TSPPC 
problems.  
Approximate or heuristic methods such as genetic algorithms, tabu search and simulated annealing do 
not guarantee the optimal solution [Rekiek & Delchambre 2006) , but empirically they have often been shown to 
return high quality solutions in short computation time. The genetic algorithm (GA) has powerful performance 
for solving combinatorial optimization problems, especially for sequencing problems such as TSP and flow shop 
scheduling ( Chatterjee, et al1996 ; Mitchell 2007 ;Bryant 2000  ). However, the use of conventional GA 
procedure for TSP with order-based representation might generate invalid candidate solution when applying to 
TSPPC problem. The infeasible sequences might be produced after crossover and mutation operations. A method 
to handle precedence constraints should be integrated in the GA procedure in order to generate only feasible 
solution during the evolutionary process. Hence, a study to develop an efficient genetic algorithm to obtain 
feasible and optimal solution of TSPPC is needed. 
 
2. Solving multiple Demand Multi-products problem  
In this paper ,we solving multiple demand multi-products problem with modified assignment method ( MAM ) 
to solve travel salesman problem (TSP ) and multi-stages where all demand start with last product from previous 
demand  . 
The second method genetic algorithm ( GA) to solve Travelling Salesman Problem with Precedence Constraints 
Approach ( TSPPCA)  .           
 
2.1 Assignment method and travelling salesman problem (TSP) 
An assignment problem is a particular case of transportation problem where the objective is to assign a number 
of resources to an equal number of activities so as to minimize total cost or maximize total profit of allocation. 
The problem of assignment arises because available resources such as men, machines, etc. have varying degrees 
of efficiency for performing different activities. Therefore, cost, profit or time of performing the different 
activities is different. Thus, the problem is how the assignments should be made so as to optimize the given 
objective. The assignment problem is one of the fundamental combinatorial optimization problems in the branch 
of optimization or operations research in Mathematics (Gaglani 2011) . 
Then, the mathematical model of the assignment problem can be stated as: 
The objective function is to, 
 = ∑ ∑ 	
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Where:  
Xij: assignment variable ='1		(ℎ	assignment	0																3ℎ(  
cij : represents the cost of assignment of resource i to activity j. 
The assignment problem is a variation of the transportation problem with two characteristics: (i) the cost matrix 
is a square matrix, and (ii) the optimal solution for the problem would always be such that there would be only 
one assignment in a given row or column of the cost matrix (Lawler , et al. 1986) .   
In this paper, we have applied new method of an assignment problem for solving Travelling salesman problem 
where it is shown that this method also gives optimal solution. However the technique for solving Travelling 
Salesman problem using our method is more simple and easy for the optimal solution. 
The travelling salesman problem is one of the problems considered as puzzles by the mathematicians. 
Suppose a salesman wants to visit a certain number of cities allotted to him. 
He knows the distances (or cost or time) of journey between every pair of cities, usually denoted by cij i.e. city i 
to city j. 
His problem is to select such a route that stars from his home city. Passes through each city once and only once 
and returns to his home city in the shortest possible distance (or at the least cost or in least time). (Keller 2004).  
Figure 1 shows an example of the simple TSP diagram , corresponds to the cost( or time ) of the edge joining 
node i to node j . The integer programming formulation for TSP is given as follows (Ji & Ho 2005 )  ; 
 = ∑ ∑ 	


4


 																																																																																			(	4	)   
Subject to : 
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∑ 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Where:   
Xij: variable ='1		(ℎ	Passes	salesman	travels			$ 			$ 	#	0																3ℎ(																																																															   
cij : denoted  to The distance (or cost or time ). 
The objective function (4) is simply to minimize the total cost or distance travelled in a tour. Constraint set (5), 
(6) and (7) ensures, respectively that the salesman enter and leaves each city exactly once ( Ji & Ho, 2005) . 
 
 
Figure 1. Graphic for Five City for TSP . 
2.2. Modified Assignment Method (MAM ) : 
The main idea of the proposed algorithm ( modified assignment method ) is to convert TSP from closed loop 
(return to the original point ) to open loop (no need to return to the original point ) to agree sequence products 
problem with single demand multiple products depend on completion time . 
The terms of the application of ( MAM )algorithm as following : 
1. Number  products manufactured within a production line are known and specified. 
2. Setup time and/or setup cost between products an known . 
3- Demands consist from one or more products . 
4 - products within the same Demand not to be repeated . 
5- A product is manufactured within single batch . 
The table 1 represents the assignment matrix . 
Table 1.  Modified Assignment Method  
. 
2.2.1.The modified assignment method algorithm : 
The algorithm can be described as following :  
1. Configure assignment table, which rows and columns represent products manufactured within the production 
line , as shown in table 1 . 
2 . Set of intersection point of the same products an infinite amount , so as to be ruled out in the assignment 
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process and the rest are placed according to setup time and/or setup cost of products , as shown in table 2 . 
 
Table 2. Modified Assignment Method to TSP  
. 
3. Each row and each column in the modified assignment matrix is smaller than or equal to one as described 
equations (8 and 9) ; except mentioned in step 9 . 
∑ 
 ≤ 1	,				 = 1,2, …… ,8					,																																		(	8	)					  
∑ 

 ≤ 1	,				# = 1,2, …… ,8					,																																			(	9	)						  
4. If there is a transaction between two products such that	E → G	, G → E; then select one transaction ,i.e  Xij + 
Xji ≤ 1 . 
5. Number of transaction constrain as described equation ( 10 ) .  
∑ ∑ 

 = 8																																																																						(	10	)		   
6.Intersection point between the same products clown and row which ended with previous demand  set to be zero 
if this product found within the demand .Else set to be infinity ( or large amount )  .  assume product A  which 
ended with previous demand  will be change table 2 to table 3 . 
7.The column contains the intersection point in step 7 set to be infinity for other products , as shown in table 3 . 
Table 3. Modified Assignment Method to TSP after Applied Step 6 and 7  
 
8. Row constraint for the product which is ended the previous demand will be equal to : 
a) 2 If the product within the demand . 
b) 1 If not within the demand . As described in equation ( 11 ) . 
∑ 
 = H				1	if	product	which	it	ended	the	previous	demand		not	within	demand				2		if	product	which	it	ended	the	previous	demand		within	demand 																					(	11	)  
9. If the Product in the assignment matrix has no demand then its constrain equal to be  zero except for the 
product  which ended with previous demand . 
10. The mathematical model of the modified assignment method can be solved by linear programming method 
as: 
Xij: assignment variable ='1		(ℎ	Passes	salesman	travels			$ 			$ 	#		0																3ℎ(   
tij : represents the time of passes	salesman	travels			$ 			$ 	#. 
 
2.3. Travelling Salesman Problem with Precedence Constraints (TSPPC) : 
Basic TSP has neither constraint nor priority given to any cities. The TSP with precedence constraints (TSPPC) 
is one in which a set of n nodes and distances for each pair of nodes are given, the problem is to find a tour from 
node 1 to node n of minimal length which takes given precedence constraints into account. In TSPPC some order 
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of cities is given and we ought to visit cities in that order only. TSPPC differs from traditional TSP whereby in 
TSPPC, there is no need to return to the original city. TSPPC becomes more important because in real life 
problems we always have to follow some orders. An example of TSPPC is shown in figure 2 . Each precedence 
constraint requires that some node i have to be visited before some other node j (Kotecha & Gambhava 2003). In 
a directed graph, the vertices (circles) represent activities or tasks and the edges represent the precedence 
relations between activities ( Moon  2000). The task dependencies deal with the relationships between giving 
tasks and how they affect each other. The four types of task dependencies are Finish-to-start in which 
predecessor task must be finished before the successor can start, Start-to-finish in which successor task can finish 
only after the predecessor task has started, Start-to-start in which two tasks can start simultaneously and Finish-
to-finish in which two tasks must finish at the same time  ( Wysocki 2009 ). The TSPPC in this study is 
classified as Finish-to-start types of task dependencies .  
The term of the travelling salesman problem with precedence constraints (TSPPC) was formerly used 
by Kusiak and Finke in 1987 to solve machine scheduling problem using the exact method. In 2002, Moon et al. 
introduced more efficient method to solve TSPPC instances. In some researches, other terms are also used to 
represent TSPPC problem such as precedence constraint routing problem (Psaraftis 1983) precedence constraint 
travelling salesman problem (PCTSP) (Kotecha & Gambhava 2003) , the TSPPC can be stated as the problem of 
finding a job sequence subject to the precedence constraints which minimize the total makespan . There is 
therefore equivalent to the problem of finding a feasible Hamiltonian path with minimal cost under precedence 
constraints given by set R (Gambardella & Dorigo1997) . 
Moon has used the two-commodity network flow model to formulate TSPPC. In this formulation, c ij is 
the travel distance from vertex v i to v j and s is the first selected vertex in the graph. Commodity p is supplied by 
(n -1) units at a selected starting node and used by one unit at each node that is not the starting node while 
commodity q is consumed by (n -1) units at the starting node and supplied by one unit at the other nodes. Here n 
is the number of nodes or cities (Moon 2000) . 
 
 
Figure 2. Example of TSP With Precedence Relationships 
2.4. Genetic Algorithms 
The GA operation is based on the Darwinian principle of survival of the fittest and it implies that the ‘fitter’ 
individuals are more likely to survive and have a greater chance of passing their ‘good’ genetic features to the 
next generation ( Holland 1975 ; Katayama & Sakamoto 2000 ). Figure ( 3 ) illustrates the basic operation of GA 
while the general procedure is given in figure 4.  
 
Figure 3. Basic Operation of Genetic Algorithm 
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In the standard or basic procedure of GA [Katayama & Sakamoto 2000 ; Larranaga & Kuijpers 1999) , an initial 
population is created containing a predefined number of individuals (i.e. solutions). Each individual has an 
associated fitness measure, typically representing an objective value. The concept that fittest (or best) individuals 
in a population will produce fitter offspring is then implemented in order to reproduce the next population. 
Selected individuals are chosen for reproduction (by crossover and mutation) at each generation, with an 
appropriate crossover and mutation factor to randomly modify the genes of an individual. The algorithm 
identifies the individuals with the optimising fitness values, and those with lower fitness will naturally get 
discarded from the population. Once crossover and mutation is done, a new generation is formed and the process 
is repeated until some stopping criteria have been reached (Youssef, et al. 2001) . A comprehensive explanation 
on the genetic algorithm operation can also be referred to Netnevitsky (Netnevitsky 2002) .  
 
Figure 4. General Procedure of Genetic Algorithm  
 
3. Numerical Example 
The proposed algorithm applied in numerical example where line production can be manufactured five products 
( A , B , C , D , E ) and  product ( D ) ended the previous demand , this example contain nine of demands as table 
4, all demand contain on different number from products and every  product has different process time as table 5 
,  and different quantity in all demand  as table 3 , Setup time as show in table 6 and goals of company are 
optimum sequence of all demand products with minimum completion time that calculated as : 
completion time ( tc )= Process time ( tp ) +Setup time ( ts )                                 .( 13). 
Table 4. Sequence of Demands Depend on EDD 
Quantity of product Demand products No.of demands 
100, 60 , 50 A , B , C 1 
200 D 2 
100 , 200 , 300 , 250 , 150 A , B , C , D , E 3 
50 E 4 
25 , 100 D , B 5 
50 , 100 , 150 D , E , B 6 
200 , 300 , 75 A , B , D 7 
200 D 8 
100 , 300 A , E 9 
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Table 5. Data of Products 
Process time / unit products 
2 A 
1 B 
3 C 
4 D 
5 E 
Table 6. Setup Time Matrix 
To product j 
 
Fr
o
m
 
pr
o
du
ct
 
i 
E D C B A        Products 
Products       
20 20 6 4 0 A 
30 5 5 0 5 B 
5 10 0 6 7 C 
10 0 6 10 14 D 
0 25 12 2 15 E 
The research include two methods to solve this problem to compare results and   select the best method that give 
optimum sequence with minimum completion time as  following : 
1- modified assignment method (MAM) to convert TSP of closed-loop (return to the original point) to open loop 
(no need to return to the point of origin) to approve the problem of infiltration of products sequence to single 
demand with several products depending on the time of completion and repeat this several times approach to 
solve the problem multiple demands . 
2- Genetic algorithm ( GA ) to solve Travelling Salesman Problem with Precedence Constraints Approach 
(TSPPCA) , where consist from two matrices as : 
A) The first matrix is the matrix represent the constraints that the constraint relationship between the products 
demands rely on earliest due date ( EDD) or any others rule and the first column described a number of products 
to be finding sequencing with added to the product which ended with previous demand as figure 5 . 
 
Figure 5. Constraints matrix 
 
B- Second matrix is completion time matrix as show in figure 6 , that contain rows and columns are describe 
demands products  . This matrix contain three groups from numbers as: 
- A set of numbers all zeros, which offers no relationship between products based on the constraints matrix (as 
shown in the first matrix). 
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- A set of numbers shown in the colored area , where is From –to matrix of all the demands that depend on the 
completion time, that present  correlation between products within all demand  depend on  constraints matrix  
and put on configuration  rectangles in figure 7 . 
- A set of numbers in the region is not colored, which represents the possibility of a link between the demands 
put on configuration shares in figure7 . 
 
Figure 6. Completion Time Matrix 
 
Figure 7. Sequencing Demands for Example . 
 
Figure 8 show the optimum products sequencing for multiple demands and figure 9 explain total completion 
time and number of generation when optimum solution.  
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Figure 8. Optimum Products Sequencing for Multiple Demands 
 
Figure 9. Total Completion Time and Number of Generation GA 
 
4. Conclusion  
We have described two method  (MAM and GA) for determine the optimal products sequences in multiple 
demand , that all demand consist of multi-products dependent completion time.   
Shown by the results of the two methods as follows: 
1- GA is the best of MAM in determining the sequence of several demands with multi- products for being the 
less completion time . 
2- GA take into account the product which ended the previous demand and which will begin in the later demand 
, either MAM depends on which ended the previous demand only. 
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3-TSPPCA  helped to simplify the matrix of  completion time as shown in Figure 8. 
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